How to prepare a full-bleed newsletter for submission to Chalk Line
To ensure that your newsletter prints well, please refer to
the following guidelines to help you layout and submit
your design.
LAYOUT
Full-bleed newsletters have color that goes all the way to
the edge of the paper. Our printers are unable to print all
the way to the edge of paper, so to achieve a full-bleed,
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it is cut are 8.5” x 11”. Our equipment requires a 0.125”
space around every edge for the full-bleed. When you
design your newsletter, please design it with the
dimensions 8.75” x 11.25”.
Although 0.125” is required on every side to allow for the
full-bleed, please keep any essential artwork or text
0.325” away from every edge to avoid losing any
important information or images. This allows for any shifts
during printing. The background should continue beyond
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Refer to the image to the right as a guideline. The red
guide indicates the approximate cut locations. The blue
guide indicates the area in which all essential elements
should be.
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To the right is an example of a newsletter designed
according to our specs. The dimensions of this design
are 8.75” x 11.25”, and it takes into account the bleed
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continuous and runs all the way to the edges.
Similarly, if you are using a images or photos that run to
the edge, make sure that no essential elements of the
image (e.g. the side of a person’s face, the family dog,
etc.) are beyond 0.325” margins.
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margins so you can see where they fall on the design.
The red line indicates the approximate location of the
cuts. The blue line indicates the margin of the safe
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still safe.
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Note on size:
''.%5!.-!,0%-! 7'!! .+!*)!1!-4! #!.*-/2*-&(0./! !.%#)! 2%/$/$!.(!'!! ) ."!.+!.
shown in this guide. This guide uses examples of our standard size newsletter2$%$$./$!9)' %(!).%*).  73
7"4*0$1!,0!./%*).*0/*/$!-.%5!.+'!.!!(%'%"")4/tiffany@chalkline.org.
Note on images:
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Design options:
Chalk Line can send you a template with our guides in the following formats:
6
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Microsoft Publisher
Apple Pages
Adobe inDesign
 *!''0./-/*Adobe Photoshop

Or you can send your text and photos to tiffany@chalkline.org for Chalk Line to lay out for you.
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